Recommendation T/R 21-01 (Rome 1967)

FREE CIRCULATION BETWEEN COUNTRIES OF SUBSCRIBERS TO THE EUROPEAN RADIO PAGING SERVICE

Recommendation proposed by the “Radiocommunications” Working Group T/WG 3 (R)

Text of the Recommendation adopted by the “Telecommunications” Commission:

“The European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations,

considering
— that in general the limits of the base networks of European radio paging services coincide with national frontiers, but that some overlap might be desirable,
— that it is essential to achieve free circulation from country to country of subscribers along [complete] with their receiver equipment which has been duly authorised in their country of origin,

recommends
(a) that agreements should be made between adjacent countries for the judicious installation of base network transmitters,
(b) that all necessary measures should be taken to permit the reciprocal recognition of reception rights.”